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Abstract
We present a new algorithm for efficiently training n-gram language models on uncertain data, and illustrate its use for semisupervised language model adaptation. We compute the probability that an n-gram occurs k times in the sample of uncertain
data, and use the resulting histograms to derive a generalized
Katz back-off model. We compare three approaches to semisupervised adaptation of language models for speech recognition of selected YouTube video categories: (1) using just the
one-best output from the baseline speech recognizer or (2) using samples from lattices with standard algorithms versus (3)
using full lattices with our new algorithm. Unlike the other
methods, our new algorithm provides models that yield solid
improvements over the baseline on the full test set, and, further,
achieves these gains without hurting performance on any of the
set of video categories. We show that categories with the most
data yielded the largest gains. The algorithm has been released
as part of the OpenGrm n-gram library [1].

1. Introduction
Semi-supervised language model adaptation is a common approach adopted in automatic speech recognition (ASR) [2, 3, 4,
5, 6]. It consists of leveraging the output of a speech recognition
system to adapt an existing language model trained on a source
domain to a target domain for which no human transcription is
available. For example, initial language models for voice search
applications can be trained largely on typed queries, then later
adapted to better fit the type of queries submitted by voice using the ASR output for large quantities of spoken queries [7].
Another related scenario is that of off-line recognition of large
collections of audio or video, such as lectures [8, 5] or general
video collections such as those on YouTube [9]. In these cases,
some degree of self-adaptation or transductive learning can be
carried out on the recordings by folding the output of ASR back
into language model training and re-recognizing. Most often,
one-best transcripts – possibly with some confidence thresholding – are folded back in for adaptation [6, 5, 10]. In this paper,
we investigate methods for adaptation of language models using uncertain data, in particular the full lattice output of an ASR
system.1 This is a special instance of the general problem of
learning from uncertain data [11].
Adaptation of language models using lattice output was explored in [6], where consistent word-error rate (WER) reductions versus just adapting on one-best transcripts were demonstrated on a voicemail transcription task. Expected frequencies can be efficiently computed from conditionally normalized
word lattices, using the algorithm presented in [12], and these
can serve as generalized counts for the purpose of estimating
maximum likelihood n-gram language models. However, rather
1 Note that, for this paper, we are exclusively using speech data for
model adaptation and no side information or meta-data.

than use expected n-gram frequencies, [6] instead employed a
brute-force sampling approach, in order to avoid tricky issues
in model smoothing with fractional counts. In this paper, we
also demonstrate consistent improvements from lattices over
using just one-best transcripts to adapt, but, here, we present
new algorithms for estimating the models directly from fractional counts derived from expected frequencies, thereby avoiding costly sampling. The algorithms has been released as part
of the OpenGrm NGram Library2 [1].
In what follows, we first review Katz back-off language
modeling [13], which is the language modeling choice for this
application, due to its good performance both with very large
vocabularies and (in contrast to Kneser-Ney smoothing [14],
which is otherwise very popular) in scenarios with extensive
model pruning [15, 16]. We next present our new algorithm for
estimating a generalized Katz back-off language model directly
from fractional counts. Finally, we evaluate our methods on
recognition of a selection of channel lineups in YouTube. We
find that our lattice-based methods provide solid gains over the
baseline model, without hurting performance in any of the lineups. In contrast, one-best adaptation yielded no improvements
overall, since it hurt performance on some of the lineups.

2. Katz Back-off Models
In this section, we review Katz back-off language models [13].
Let V be a finite set of words, that is the vocabulary. We will
denote by w ∈ V an arbitrary word from this vocabulary. We
assume that we are provided with a sample S of m sentences
drawn i.i.d. according to some unknown distribution, where
each sentence is simply a sequence of words from V . The goal
is to use this sample S to estimate the conditional probability
Pr(w|h), where hw, an n-gram sequence, is a concatenation
of an arbitrary sequence of n − 1 words h (the history) and a
single word w. Katz [13] proposed the following model as an
estimator for Pr(w|h):
(
if cS (hw) > 0,
dcS (hw) ccSS(hw)
(h)
c
(1)
Pr(w|h)
=
0
c
βh (S)Pr(w|h
) otherwise,
where cS (hw) denotes the number of occurrences of the sequence hw in the training corpus S and where h0 is the longest
proper suffix of h, which we will denote by h0 <suf h, thus
h0 = (w2 , . . . , wn ) if h = (w1 , . . . , wn ). βh (S) is a parameter obtained by enforcing normalization:
X
c
Pr(w|h)
= 1.
w∈V

To complete the definiton of the model, it remains to specify
the discount factors dk for each order k ∈ N. Let Sk = {w ∈
2 http://ngram.opengrm.org/

V m : cS (w) = k} and nk = |Sk |. When k ≤ K and m > 1,
dk is defined as follows:
(k + 1)nk+1
dk =
.
(2)
knk
When k > K (typically K = 5) or m = 1 (unigrams), there is
no discounting: dk = 1; i.e. the maximum likelihood estimate
is used. The derivation of the discount factors dk makes use of
the Good-Turing estimate as described in Section 3.5.

models pbS with weights Pr [S]. In practice, it is not feasiS∼L

ble to enumerate all possible samples S. However, suppose
that there exists a function f such that for each n-gram w,
pbS (w) = f (cS (w)). In other words, the estimate of the probability of w assigned by the model only depends on the count of
that n-gram in the sample. Then it follows that
E [b
pS (w)] =

S∼L

3. Fractional Counts and Generalized Katz
Back-off Models
In this section, we present fractional count language models
for the scenario of learning with uncertain data described in
Section 1. We assume that instead of a sample S that is just
a collection of sentences, we are given a sequence of lattices
L1 , . . . , Lm drawn from some unknown distribution D. Each
lattice Li , i = 1, . . . , m, is a probability distribution over a finite set of sentences, which may be the set of hypotheses and
associated posterior probabilities output by a speech recognizer
for a given spoken utterance. Each lattice can be compactly
represented as an acyclic weighted finite automaton.
As before, the goal is to use this sample to build a language
model. An important requirement is that we should be able to
compute the desired solution in an efficient manner. The solution that we propose is based on simple histogram statistics that
can be computed efficiently from each lattice Li .
We first briefly review some alternative approaches to language modeling using uncertain data and then present our fractional count language models.
3.1. One-Best Language Models
A simple approach to dealing with uncertain data consists
of extracting the most likely path from each of the lattices
L1 , . . . , Lm to obtain a sample x1 , . . . , xm . However, this approach may ignore other relevant information contained in the
full lattices L1 , . . . , Lm .

S∼L

3 This is the Bayesian rather than the linear interpolation of these
models [2, 7].

= k] is the probability that

(k + 1)nk+1
,
knk

(6)

P
where nk = w qL (k, w). Note that the normalization constant βh (L) and discount factors dk s do not depend on a particular sample S and instead take into account the full information
in L.4 This dependence on global information in L instead of
a particular sample S is key to verifying Eq. (4). We describe
the choice of βh (L) below. The derivation of the discount factors dk s makes use of a generalized Good-Turing estimate as
described in Section 3.5.
It follows that, for any n-gram hw observed in the lattice
L, the following holds:
pS (hw)]
E [b
K
X
k=1

= qL (0, hw)βh (L) E [b
pS (h0 w)]
S∼L

qL (k,hw)

dk k
+
|S|

m
X

qL (k,hw)

k=K+1

= q(0, hw)βh (L) E [b
pS (h0 w)] +
S∼L

+

K
X
k=1

S

Pr [cS (w)
S S∼L

dk =

[6] showed that using information beyond the one-best path can
help improve performance. In particular, [6] used Monte Carlo
sampling to accomplish this: samples S1 , . . . , SM are drawn
from the lattice distribution L which is a concatenation of lattices L1 , . . . , Lm and for each sample a new model pbSi is constructed. The final model is an interpolation of these models.

S∼L

P

with h0 <suf h and with the discount factors

+

where the expectation is taken with respect to a random sample S drawn according to the lattice distribution L which is a
concatenation of lattices L1 , . . . , Lm and where pbS denotes the
LM derived by training on sample S.
If we ignore computational considerations, the model defined in (3) can be constructed as an interpolation3 of individual

(4)

n-gram w occurs k times in the sample drawn according to L.
In order to admit Eq. (4), we make some simplifying assumptions on the form of the underlying language models that
determine pS (w) in Eq. (3). In particular, we assume they have
the following variant form of a Katz language model:
(
cS (hw)
if cS (hw) > 0,
c S (w|h) = dcS (hw) cS (h)
(5)
Pr
0
c
βh (L)PrS (w|h ) otherwise,

3.2. Monte Carlo Language Models

Fractional count LMs can be viewed as an ensemble of LMs
that estimates the asymptotic limit of the sampling procedure
described in Section 3.2 directly, without sampling. More precisely, we define the estimate of the probability of a sequence
of words w to be
X
c
Pr[w]
= E [b
pS (w)] =
Pr [S]b
pS (w),
(3)

qL (k, w)f (k),

k=0

where qL (k, w) =

S∼L

3.3. Fractional Count Language Models

∞
X

qL (k, hw)

k
|S|

λhw,L
|S|

(7)


k
dk − 1 ,
|S|

Pm
where λw,L =
k=0 qL (k, w)k is the expected count of w
with respect to L. Otherwise, if hw is not observed in L then
pS (hw)] = βh (L) E [b
pS (h0 w)]. Conditioning on the
E [b
S∼L

S∼L

history h leads to the following ensemble model:
c
Pr(w|h)
=
 1 

PK

 λh,L λhw,L + k=1 qL (k, w)k dk − 1
0
c
+q(0, hw)βh (L)Pr(w|h
)
if hw ∈ L,


0
c
βh (L)Pr(w|h ),
otherwise,

(8)

where h0 <suf h, and βh (L) is a normalization constant. Remarkably, even though we started with back-off models not
guaranteed to represent proper probability distributions due to
4 In stupid back-off [17] an even stronger assumption is made that
βh is the same constant for all histories.

the sample-independent back-off and discount factors, our final ensemble model does form a probability distribution. Note
also that the only quantities that are required to construct this
model are the λ·,L s and the histograms {q(k, ·)}K
k=1 . In the
next section, we present an efficient algorithm for computing
these statistics.
3.4. Computing the Histograms q(·, w)
For simplicity, assume that our sample consists of two lattices T
and U such that Pr [S] = Pr [T ] Pr [U ]. We can compute
T ∼T

S∼L

U ∼U

the overall count probabilities for a sequence of words w from
its components as follows:
qL (k, w)
X
=
Pr [cS (w) = k]
S

=

k
XXX
T

=

j=0

U

k
X
X
j=0

=

S∼L

k
X

T

U ∼U

Pr [cT (w) = j]

T ∼T

!
U

Pr [cU (w) = k−j]

U ∼U

qT (j, w)qU (k − j, w).

(9)

j=0

The expected count of a sequence word w becomes:
λw,L = λw,T + λw,U .

(10)

This computation can be straightforwardly extended to the general case of m lattices.
Finally, to further speed up the computation, we assume that
an n-gram that is rare in the corpus occurs at most once on each
lattice path. More precisely, we assume the following for each
component distribution T and for each k ≤ K:
(
λw,T
if k = 1
qT (k, w) =
(11)
1 − λw,T if k = 0.
This assumption avoids computing the qT s directly for individual lattices and reduces the problem to computing λw for each
Li and then using (9), (10) and (11) to find the global statistics
for L.
3.5. Good-Turing Estimation
In this section, we provide a detailed derivation of the discount
factors used in the certain and uncertain data cases based on
Good-Turing estimation [13, 18, 19, 20, 21].
For the Katz back-off language models described in Section 2, the discount factors dk ’s are completely specified by the
following system of linear equations
X

dk

c(w)=k

X
c(w)>0

dc(w)

Gk = E [Gk ] =
S∼L

k+1
nk+1 .
m

(14)

More precisely, replacing Mk with Gk in (12) and taking the
expectation with respect to L on both sides leads to the following system:
k
dk nk
= Gk , k ≥ 1
m
∞
X
k
dk nk
= 1 − G0 .
(15)
m
Solving this system for dk leads to the expression (6).

!
X

where nk = |Sk |, which yields the expression for dk in (2). In
the setting of uncertain data, we replace Gk with its expected
value with respect to the lattice distribution L:

k=1

Pr [cT (w) = j] Pr [cU (w) = k − j]

T ∼T

used directly since Mk is typically unknown. In practice, Mk is
replaced by the Good-Turing estimator [18] denoted by Gk and
defined to be
k+1
nk+1 ,
(13)
Gk =
m

c(w)
= Mk ,
m

k≥1

c(w)
= 1 − M0 ,
m

(12)

where Mk = Pr(w ∈ Sk ) is the probability mass of n-grams
that occur precisely k times in the training corpus S and the
left-hand side is an estimate of that quantity based on the model.
Solving for dk leads to dk = nm
Mk . This solution cannot be
kk

4. Experiments
We carried out experiments on videos sampled from Google
Preferred channels [22] using multi-pass automatic speech
recognition. Google Preferred is a program that allows advertisers access to the top 5% most popular channels with the most
passionate audiences on YouTube. Google Preferred channels
are determined algorithmically based on popularity and passion
metrics including watch time, likes, shares, and fanships to surface among the top 5% of channels. Those channels are packaged into lineups that brands can buy to align with engaged audiences and scarce content on YouTube. A lineup corresponds
to a category of video. For this test set, we selected a subset of
these videos from Preferred channels: we picked recent videos
(after 1/1/2012) with moderate video length (120-600secs), and
high video view count. For this paper, we have 13 Preferred
lineups, including: Anime & Teen Animation, Parenting &
Children Interest, Science & Education, and Sports, among others. We used one lineup, Video Games, as a development set,
to explore meta-parameters and best practices for model adaptation.
The baseline acoustic model is comprised of 2 LSTM layers, where each LSTM layer admits 800 cells, a 512-unit projection layer for dimensionality reduction [23], and a softmax
layer with 6398 context-dependent triphone states [24] clustered using decision trees [25]. We use a reduced X-SAMPA
phonetic alphabet of 40 phones plus silence. The features are
40-dimensional log mel-spaced filterbank coefficients, without
any temporal context. The acoustic training data set is 764
hours of transcribed video data as described in [9]. The base
language model is a Katz smoothed 5-gram model with 30M
n-grams and a vocabulary of approximately 2M words.
To adapt the language model for a given lineup, we train a
trigram language model on the ASR 1-best or lattice output of
the baseline system, pruned to include a maximum of 30,000
n-grams.5 We then combine this model with the baseline 5gram language model using simple linear interpolation with an
experimentally selected mixing parameter.
5 We prune to this number of n-grams to somewhat control for different numbers of n-grams being used to adapt the model, depending
on whether one-best transcripts are used or full lattice counts, as well as
in conditions with varying amounts of count thresholding of n-grams.
Given the amount of adaptation data, we never found any benefit from
n-grams of higher order than trigram.

Figure 1: Parameter sweep on the dev set of: (1) count threshold
values for fractional counts from lattices, with mixture weight
fixed at 0.5; and (2) weights for mixing with the baseline model
for both lattice and one-best methods, with fractional count
thresholding fixed at 0.8.
For using the one-best transcripts, we experimented with
three methods with the dev set: thresholding on posterior probability to include only those transcripts with sufficient confidence; using the posterior probability to weight the counts
derived from the one-best transcripts6 ; and using all one-best
transcripts for the entire lineup with no weighting. While
confidence-based thresholding or weighting have been used
successfully for tasks such as voice search [10], we found that
neither improved upon simply using all unweighted one-best
transcripts, most likely due to the relatively long utterances in
the collection and the fact that confidence thresholds (or count
weighting) favored the output for shorter utterances. For this
reason, the one-best trials reported used no thresholding or
count weighting to derive the models.
Our two main meta-parameters for the approach are count
thresholding (based on expected frequency) for the lattice-based
approach and the mixing weight α ∈ [0, 1] for the adaptation model7 . Figure 1 shows a sweep over count thresholds
for lattice-based counts (with the mixing parameter fixed at
α=0.5); and mixing parameters for both lattice-based and onebest models, with count thresholding for the lattice-based model
fixed at 0.8. Based on these, the mixture weight for adaptation
was set to α=0.4 for both lattice-based and one-best adaptation
models (i.e., 0.4 weight to the adaptation model, 0.6 weight to
the baseline), and the count thresholding was set to 0.8, i.e., any
n-gram with expected frequency below 0.8 was discarded.
Table 1 presents results on the dev lineup (Video Games)
and the other (test) lineups, at the optimized meta parameters of
0.8 count thresholding and 0.4 mixture weight for adaptation. In
some cases, the one-best trained adaptation models actually hurt
performance relative to the baseline model; but this is never the
case for lattice trained models, which generally provide larger
improvements than one-best trained models, particularly when
more adaptation data is available. Figure 2 plots the reduction
in WER from the baseline system versus the size of the test set
for both one-best and lattice-based adaptation. While the size of
the test set does not explain all of the variance, there is a definite
trend favoring larger test sets.
We also built Monte-Carlo sampled models of the sort described in Section 3.2 and used in [6], where k corpora were
6 This is essentially our fractional count method, but applied to only
a single path for each utterance.
7 The model is mixed using α times the adaptation model probability
plus 1 − α times the baseline model probability.

Tokens
Google Preferred Lineup
×1000
Video Games (dev set)
23.8
Anime & Teen Animation
4.3
Beauty & Fashion
37.3
Cars, Trucks & Racing
5.7
Comedy
9.3
Entertainment & Pop Culture
27.8
Food & Recipes
11.4
News
12.3
Parenting & Children Interest
11.7
Science & Education
15.9
Sports
6.7
Technology
23.7
Workouts, Weightlifting & Wellness 13.2
All test lineups
179.2

Word Error Rate (WER)
Base- Adapted
line 1-best Lattice ∆
41.2 40.3 39.5 1.6
29.9 30.3 29.7 0.2
29.6 29.1 28.0 1.6
21.6 22.1 21.6 0.0
55.3 54.9 54.9 0.4
39.3 39.4 38.9 0.4
42.6 43.0 41.7 0.9
27.4 27.3 26.7 0.7
38.0 38.4 37.1 0.9
22.0 22.4 21.5 0.5
47.3 47.9 47.3 0.0
23.1 23.1 22.3 0.8
31.0 30.5 29.1 1.8
28.8 28.8 28.0 0.8

Table 1: Performance on dev set (row 1) and test channel lineups with count thresholding at 0.8 and model mixing at 0.4.

Figure 2: WER reduction vs. number of tokens in the test set,
for both one-best and lattice-based adaptation for each of the
lineups examined.
sampled for each lineup, and an adaptation language model was
built by uniformly merging all k models, before mixing with
the baseline language model. On the dev set, sampling and
merging 100 models yielded performance only marginally better than just using one-best, and sampling and merging 1000
models just 0.1 better than that. This is still over a half percent
absolute worse than our lattice-based fractional count methods.
This may also be the result of having relatively long utterances,
so that many more samples would be required to be competitive
with our approach. Of course, even if the accuracies of such
sampling based methods were commensurate, our lattice-based
approach provides the more efficient and scalable solution.

5. Conclusion
We presented a new algorithm for learning generalized Katz
back-off models with fractional counts derived from the uncertain output of ASR systems. Semi-supervised adaptation using full lattices with our generalized Katz back-off algorithm
yielded a 0.8 absolute WER reduction in aggregate vs. the baseline, and did not hurt performance in any of the individual lineups. In contrast, adapting on one-best output did hurt performance in many lineups, resulting in no overall WER reduction.
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